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High quality peer evaluations for Team-Based and Individual Assignments.

Kritik: AI-driven Peer Evaluation Platform
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100,000+ users



"Learning by 
Teaching"

Want Students to Remember 
What They Learn? 

Have Them Teach It.



What is peer assessment?
 
● A tool for professors to 

enhance student learning 
● An opportunity for students to 

engage more deeply in their 
learning

● A solution to increase 
meaningful feedback 

What isn’t peer assessment?

● A substitution to professor 
interaction

● An excuse to assign additional 
work, or “busy work” to 
students

● A way to pass on grading 
responsibilities to students



● Reduces grade turnaround time and grading burden (Cho and Schunn 2007)

● Increases material comprehension and engagement (Lundstorm and Baker 2009)

● Improves student metacognition and independence (Nicol, Thomson and Breslin 2014)

● Increases opportunity for practical application of course material (Lundstorm and Baker 2009)

● Provides new opportunities for transferable skill development. (Nicol, Thomson and Breslin 2014)
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How Peer Assessment Enhances Student Learning



97% of students said the grades they gave their peers were 
 the grades their instructor would have given

90% of students indicated that participating in Kritik activities 
  helped them learn course content better

Student Reflections on Peer Assessment with Kritik

*Survey completed with 71 students using Kritik in Chem 14BE Course in UCLA



Kritik Method
AI-driven Peer Assessment



Feedback on Feedback 
(FOF)

Feedback to Encourage 
Learning & Accountability
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Key Features

Group Work Calibration Spotlight



Build a Community of Inquiry

Inquiry-based learning is a form of active learning in which students are given a 
carefully scaffolded sequence of tasks and are asked to solve and make sense of them, 
working individually or in groups. (Ernst, Hodge, Yoshinobu, 2017)

● Group-based learning and team-based learning 
● Individual peer assessment
● Multi-topic activities
● Discussion-based learning



Peer assessment in 
individual projects



Multi-Topic Learning & Teaching



Project Scaffolding with Feedback



Peer assessment in 
team projects
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Group Activities

● Visibility into other group submissions 

● Collaboration

● Democratized feedback (quantity & quality)

● Group evaluation is individual!

A) Between Groups 
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Group Activities

● Accountability for group participation

● Self Evaluation

● Structured feedback from group members

● Scaffold group projects for full visibility

B) Within Groups 



Kritik Findings Analyzing
140,000 Peer Evaluations

Simplifying while 
giving more 

feedback

Students receive 25x more
immediate & personalized 

feedback 

< 4 % of grades are
disputed 

60%* - 72% reduction in 
instructor workload



The Future of Learning, Peer Assessment

Dr. Scott Johnson
Brigham Young University-Idaho
Professor of Chemistry

We’re having 
conversations that I think 
are meaningful for 
helping the students 
become better. And those 
conversations were 
absent before using 
Kritik.

“

“

Dr. Bridget Goosby
University of Texas at Austin
Professor of Sociology

Kritik creates an environment 
where students are hearing a 
voice that is not mine, but 
rather the people around 
them in diverse or similar 
situations, which is incredibly 
empowering as students 
mature and find their footing 
in this world.

“

“
Kritik Center for Teaching 
Excellence

Sharing best practices, 
innovative teaching strategies 
and pedagogy from the Kritik 
community. 

Stay tuned:

www.Kritik.io

@KritikHQ

@KritikHQ

@Kritik



Authentic peer-to-peer learning for a 
New Era of Education.
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SCHEDULE A 1:1 MEETING
For a Product Tour

https://www.kritik.io/

Educators: Get Started

https://www.kritik.io/
https://www.kritik.io/schedule-demo
https://www.kritik.io/schedule-demo
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Thank You!


